It was established in late 1998 that, in order to realize the global cost synergies anticipated by Vodafone as arising from a potential merger (at that time) with AirTouch Communications, Inc., of California, the interorganizational relationships with supply partners needed to be globalized-without actually qualifying what was intended by the term "globalization" or indeed, in the circumstances, how this relationship transformation was to be achieved. What was clear, however, was that "globalization" should not be considered synonymous with "centralization"; in fact, the contrary. As became evident later, it was paramount that this globalization endeavor engage the parties affected by implementation of the chosen strategy, an inclusive process that was to remain the ethos through this and the subsequent phases to a point of inflection introduced in Chapter 5. It was recognized that the mobile network infrastructure cost synergies for Vodafone could only be realized by the in-country operations. The value and effectiveness were demonstrably evident throughout the subsequent achievement of the financial aggregation cost synergies.
The initial supply partner with whom the Vodafone Group Plc interests had the greatest level of expenditure on cellular network infrastructure (and, therefore, potential leverage) was Ericsson Radio, AB of Sweden. This infrastructure included radio network and switching hardware, software, and various services. It was anticipated that this lead supplier status would be unchanged by the forthcoming merger, which was the case, although new suppliers were also chosen. In 1998 I met with Nils Grimsmo, group managing director of Ericsson Telecommunications Limited and a Norwegian based in the UK who was the contact for all matters relating to Ericsson and Vodafone. We resolved that there was a shared interest and common strategy in seeking to globalize the business relationship that would contribute to the aggregated cost synergies now being sought by Vodafone. The operational focus would be the enhancement of all aspects of the interorganizational (end-to-end) supply chain management processes and elimination of replicated functions and processes.
My role initially, as a director in Vodafone Limited, was to lead this globalization program on behalf of Vodafone Group equity interests. I had led management of the business relationship with Ericsson Radio AB since May 1996. This role included managing commercial negotiations, the business relationship, and the development and introduction of supply chain management principles and processes into the firm. Vodafone Limited was the largest and longest-established Ericsson customer in the Vodafone Group Plc equity interests at that time.
There were initially four network operating companies who were customers of Ericsson and in which (at that time) Vodafone Group Plc had the majority equity interest:
᭤ Vodafone Limited (UK); 100% equity interest ᭤ Libertel (Holland); 70% equity interest ᭤ Panafon (Greece); 55% equity interest ᭤ Vodafone Australia (to include Fiji); 91% equity interest The latter three companies had in 1998 explored a Global Purchasing Agreement (GPA) with Ericsson, mediated by Paul Wybrow of Vodafone Group International Limited. I was invited to attend occasional meetings as an adviser (but not negotiator). These Vodafone companies suspected (rightly so) that the UK commercial position with Ericsson was more beneficial than their own. What this exercise accomplished, however, was to begin to get the Vodafone operating companies exchanging information with each other.
It is relevant to recognize that historically these Vodafone equity interests essentially operated under the jurisdiction of the local in-country management. There were, of course, communication between those companies and an overall group management but no particular obligation to engage in supply partnerships and/or practices in common. This globalization program, therefore, was to embark on a journey into areas previously not engaged in or exploited for the common commercial benefit.
The commercial terms and supply chain processes motivated voluntary participation of these companies toward globalization of the interorganizational relationship with Ericsson, as well as created a positive dynamic in the relationships within and between the organizations. Given the commercial sensitivity of much of the detailed information, since this was the first globalization venture in the industry sector, disclosure will be limited throughout due to confidentiality, although the nature of the outcome will be clear.
Ericsson
Within Ericsson, the local companies were (and are) each 100% owned subsidiaries. The initial business relationship between the two global organizations (Ericsson as supplier and Vodafone as customer) was at a local
